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The Other Kuala Lumpur 2014-02-05 kuala lumpur like many southeast asian cities has changed very
significantly in the last two or three decades expanding its size and modernising and globalising
its built environment for many people these changes represent progress and development this book
however focuses on the more marginalised residents of kuala lumpur among others it considers
street hawkers and vendors refugees the urban poor religious minorities and a sexuality rights
group and explores how their everyday lives have been adversely affected by these recent changes
the book shows how urban renewal the law and ethno religious nationalism can work against these
groups in wanting to live and work in the capital city of malaysia
Blood Work 2019-07-26 what is blood how can we account for its enormous range of meanings and its
extraordinary symbolic power in blood work janet carsten traces the multiple meanings of blood as
it moves from donors to labs hospitals and patients in penang malaysia she tells the stories of
blood donors their varied motivations and the paperwork payment and other bureaucratic processes
involved in blood donation tracking the interpersonal relations between lab staff and revealing
how their work with blood reflects the social cultural and political dynamics of modern malaysia
carsten follows hospital workers into factories and community halls on blood drives and brings
readers into the operating theater as a machine circulates a bypass patient s blood throughout she
foregrounds blood s symbolic power uncovering the processes that make the hospital the blood bank
the lab and science itself work in this way blood becomes a privileged lens for understanding the
entanglements of modern life
Media, Culture and Society in Malaysia 2010-02-25 this book presents a comprehensive full length
analysis of the uses of media and communication technologies by different social actors in
malaysia unlike other studies of the media in malaysia which concentrate on political economy or
freedom of the media approaches this book focuses on the ways in which different media forms have
constituted cultural practices and power relations amongst particular audiences and publics it
also examines the ways in which technologies of varying scales and range have been appropriated
for various subaltern purposes and counter hegemonic agendas drawing upon recent case studies on
the deployment of different media including mainstream and independent films television
programming black metal music community rituals political advertising the internet and artistic
visual installations it provides valuable insights into the complex vibrant ways in which these
different media forms have negotiated with the dominant cultural representations of malaysian
society the book makes an important contribution to the emergent disciplines of media studies and
cultural studies in malaysia
Routledge Handbook of Urbanization in Southeast Asia 2018-10-11 the study of urbanization in
southeast asia has been a growing field of research over the past decades the routledge handbook
of urbanization in southeast asia offers a collection of the major streams and themes in the
studies of the cities in the region a focus on the urbanization process rather than the city as an
object opens the topic more broadly to bring together different perspectives this timely handbook
presents these diverse views to build a clearer understanding of theoretical contributions of



urban studies in southeast asia and to provide a complete collection of scholarly works that are
thematically structured and a useful tool for teaching urbanization in southeast asia following
the introduction by the editor the handbook is structured along central emerging themes it
contains six parts which are each introduced by the editor theorizing urbanization in southeast
asia migration networks and identities development and discontents environmental governance the
social production of the urban fabric social change and alternative development this handbook will
be an essential reference work for scholars interested in urban studies cities and urbanization in
asia and southeast asian studies
The Other Kuala Lumpur 2014-02-05 kuala lumpur like many southeast asian cities has changed very
significantly in the last two or three decades expanding its size and modernising and globalising
its built environment for many people these changes represent progress and development this book
however focuses on the more marginalised residents of kuala lumpur among others it considers
street hawkers and vendors refugees the urban poor religious minorities and a sexuality rights
group and explores how their everyday lives have been adversely affected by these recent changes
the book shows how urban renewal the law and ethno religious nationalism can work against these
groups in wanting to live and work in the capital city of malaysia
The Everyday Life of Urban Inequality 2020-07-08 the everyday life of urban inequality explores
how steadily increasing inequality and the spectacular pace of urbanization frame daily life for
city residents around the world ethnographic case studies from five continents highlight the
impact of place the tools of memory and the power of collective action as communities interact
with centralized processes of policy and capital by focusing on situated experiences of
displacement belonging and difference the contributors to this collection illustrate the many ways
urban inequalities take shape combine and are perpetuated
Modern Hinduism 2019-06-27 the oxford history of hinduism modern hinduism focuses on developments
resulting from movements within the tradition as well as contact between india and the outside
world through both colonialism and globalization divided into three parts part one considers the
historical background to modern conceptualizations of hinduism moving away from the reforms of the
19th and early 20th century part two includes five chapters each presenting key developments and
changes in religious practice in modern hinduism part three moves to issues of politics ethics and
law this section maps and explains the powerful legal and political contexts created by the modern
state first the colonial government and then the indian republic which have shaped hinduism in new
ways the last two chapters look at hinduism outside india focusing on hinduism in nepal and the
modern hindu diaspora
Penang and Its Region 2009-01-01 from its beginnings in the late eighteenth century the vibrant
colonial port of penang attracted a diverse range of peoples enabled pioneering commercial
enterprises and fomented inter ethnic collaboration and inter cultural borrowings the island came
to be known as the pearl of the orient and for many travellers it was their first port of call in
southeast asia in the early nineteenth century singapore displaced penang in international trade



but the island remained a major focus of regional trade for this reason the story of penang s
relations with the malay peninsula and other parts of southeast asia reveal a great deal about
conditions within the region
Religion, Place and Modernity 2016-05-09 the volume religion place and modernity explores the
spatial articulation of religion and modernity in and through places in southeast and east asia
based on ethnographic historical and theoretical research the authors aim at a deeper
understanding of the articulation of a religious modernity
Religious Pluralism, State and Society in Asia 2013-10-01 taking a critical approach to the
concept of religious pluralism this book examines the dynamics of religious co existence in asia
as they are directly addressed by governments or indirectly managed by groups and individuals it
looks at the quality of relations that emerge in encounters among people of different religious
traditions or among people who hold different visions within the same tradition chapters focus in
particular on the places of everyday religious diversity in asian societies in order to explore
how religious groups have confronted new situations of religious diversity the book goes on to
explore the conditions under which active religious pluralism emerges or not from material
contexts of diversity
Localizing the Internet 2011-08-01 internet activism is playing a crucial role in the democratic
reform happening across many parts of southeast asia focusing on subang jaya a suburb of kuala
lumpur this study offers an in depth examination of the workings of the internet at the local
level in fact subang jaya is regarded as malaysia s electronic governance laboratory the author
explores its field of residential affairs a digitally mediated social field in which residents
civil servants politicians online journalists and other social agents struggle over how the
locality is to be governed at the dawn of the information era drawing on the field theories of
both pierre bourdieu and the manchester school of political anthropology this study challenges the
unquestioned predominance of network and community as the two key sociation concepts in
contemporary internet studies the analysis extends field theory in four new directions namely the
complex articulations between personal networking and social fields the uneven diffusion and
circulation of new field technologies and contents intra and inter field political crises and the
emergence of new forms of residential sociality
Government-Linked Companies and Sustainable, Equitable Development 2014-11-27 the debate over how
far governments should intervene in economies in order to promote economic growth a debate which
from the 1980s seemed settled in favour of the neo liberal non interventionist consensus has taken
on new vigour since the financial crisis of 2008 and after some countries most of them in
industrialised asia have survived the crisis and secured equitable economic growth by adopting a
developmental state model whereby governments have intervened in their economies often through
explicit support for individual companies this book explores debates about government intervention
assesses interventionist policies including industrial and innovation policies and examines in
particular the key institutions which play a crucial role in implementing government policies and



in building the bridge between the state and the private sector the countries covered include
china india south korea malaysia and taiwan together with representative countries from europe and
latin america
The Haze Problem in Southeast Asia 2015-07-16 despite the efforts of southeast asian governments
and of asean transboundary haze continues to be a major environmental problem in southeast asia
this book demonstrates that the issue is complex and explains why efforts to solve the problem in
purely political terms are ineffective and likely to continue to be ineffective the book shows how
state led state incentivised agribusiness development lies at the heart of the problem leading to
a large rise in palm oil production with extensive clearing of forests leading to deliberate or
accidental fires and the resulting haze moreover although the forest clearing is occurring in
indonesia many of the companies involved are malaysian and singaporean and further many of these
companies have close relationships with the politicians and officials responsible for addressing
the problem and who thereby have a conflict of interest the author concludes by discussing the
huge difficulties involved in overturning this system of patronage politics
MALAYSIA POST-MAHATHIR: A Decade of Change 2015-08-15 examining contestation and conflict
management within holy cities this book provides both an overview and a range of options available
to those concerned with this increasingly urgent phenomenon in cities in india the balkans and the
mediterranean we can see examples where religion plays a dominant role in urban development and
thus provides a platform for conflict powerful religious hierarchies the generation of often
unregulated revenues from donations and endowments the presence of holy sites and the enactment of
ritualistic activities in public spaces combine to create forms of conflicts which are arguably
more intense and more intractable than other forms of conflicts in cities the book develops a
working definition of the urban dimension of religious conflicts so that the kinds of conflicts
exhibited can be contextualised and studied in a more targeted manner it draws together a series
of case studies focusing on specific cities the kinds of religious conflicts occurring in them and
the international structures and mechanisms that have emerged to address such conflicts combining
expertise from both academics and practitioners in the policy and military world this
interdisciplinary collection will be of particular relevance to scholars and students researching
politics and religion regional studies geography and urban studies it should also prove useful to
policymakers in the military and other international organisations
Contested Holy Cities 2019-05-14 what is a global city who authorizes the world class city this
edited volume interrogates the global cities literature which views the city as a shimmering
financial global network through a historical ethnographic exploration of inter ethnic relations
in the other global cities of cairo beirut istanbul bukhara lhasa delhi singapore kuala lumpur and
tokyo the well known contributors highlight cartographies of the other global city the volume
contends that thinking about the city in the longue duree and as part of a topography of
interconnected regions contests both imperial and nationalist ways of reading cities that have
occasioned the many and particularly violent territorial partitions in asia and the world



The Other Global City 2009-01-13 one key concept in the large body of scholarship concerned with
theorizing social relations is the idea of cosmopolitanism this book unpacks the idea of
cosmopolitanism through the linked knowledges of the global south it brings into dialogue an inter
disciplinary team of local and transnational scholars who examine various temporal cultural
spatial and political contexts in countries as different yet connected as malaysia indonesia
singapore india bangladesh japan korea and vietnam the book also considers a wide range of
subjects present and historical real as represented in literature and in theatre and as theorized
in philosophy across these diverse contexts but always focusing on regions and places where inter
asian intermingling has taken place the conclusions arrived at are varied and considerably enrich
social theorizing the book reveals a cosmopolitanism that is much more specifically asian than the
cosmopolitanism usually associated with the west demonstrates how concepts of nation local and
globalization play out in practice in asian settings and re examines concepts such as migration
diaspora and the construction of identities the book has much to offer scholars engaged in history
literary studies anthropology and cultural studies
Cosmopolitan Asia 2015-09-25 worlding multiculturalisms are practices that infuse our arbitrary
cultural lives with new things from other cultures in poetic ways to enable us to dwell and be at
home with the complexity of the world in the context of the crisis of multiculturalism in the west
and the growing obsolescence of state based multiculturalism in the postcolonial world this book
offers examples of new practices of worlding multiculturalisms that go beyond issues of
immigration integration and identity contrasting western and asian notions of multiculturalism
this book does not focus on state issues but rather highlights manifestations of cultural exchange
the chapters draw on cultural studies approaches to document instances of worlding
multiculturalisms that bring asian cultures into conflict dialogue and settlement with each other
instances include an asian american return novel set in penang the cultural productions and street
performances of democracy marches in malaysia the campaigns to reclaim public spaces and
citizenship rights by migrant domestic workers in hong kong the imaginary vistas opened up by
japanese popular culture consumed throughout asia the localisations of casino complexes in macau
and a shopping mall in seoul and an old municipal cemetery being defended from urban redevelopment
in singapore rather than merely globalizing forms of political diversity these are instances with
the potential to transform social relations and the very terms of cultural exchange worlding
multiculturalisms offers a truly interdisciplinary examination of multiculturalism in action as
such it will appeal to students and scholars of cultural studies asian studies asian culture and
society cultural anthropology and sociology and political sociology
Worlding Multiculturalisms 2014-11-20 this book confronts issues relating to climate change and
sustainable development innovations in asia with attention to key issues and applications in terms
of advocacy governance citizen science tradition faith leadership and education with contributions
by 31 leading thinkers from countries in asia the book presents issues and poses potential
solutions for sustainable development responding to questions relating to problems prioritized by



non state actors for civic engagement it also puts forward key strategies and methods used for
civic engagement drawing from diverse sets of practical and scholarly experience and expertise in
geographical and social arenas authors draw from real time engagement with specific peoples often
associated with civil society organizations and conduct an exploration of the essential issue of
what the world means in the context of different cultures thus constructively fusing the two key
themes of ecology and anthropology in doing so this book enables new ways of thinking about human
relationships with nature relating rich and diverse examples of transformative learning co
published with indonesian press obor this is a vital collection for practitioners and researchers
working in areas of ecology sustainable development human ecology governance geography
environmental science and post neoliberal economics particularly in an asian context civic
engagement in asia weaves together a set of fascinating stories and examples of sustainable
development practice told from the perspectives of non state actors written by a set of top
scholars and activists from around the region it will be an informative read for all those who
feel a sense of urgency around the environmental social and economic transformations taking place
across asia today celia lowe professor of anthropology and international studies university of
washington seattle
Civic Engagement in Asia 2022-11-03 we live in a world populated not just by individuals but by
figures those larger than life people who in some way express and challenge our conventional
understandings of social types this innovative and collaborative work takes up the wide range of
figures that populate the social and cultural imaginaries of contemporary southeast asia some
familiar only in specific places others recognizable across the region and even globally it puts
forward a series of ethnographic portraits of figures that represent and give voice to something
larger than themselves offering a view into social life that is at once highly particular and
general they include the muslim television preacher in indonesia miss beer lao the rural dj in
thailand the korean soap opera junkie in burma the filipino seaman and the photo retoucher in
vietnam figures of southeast asian modernity brings together the fieldwork of over eighty scholars
and covers the nine major countries of the region burma myanmar cambodia indonesia laos malaysia
the philippines singapore thailand and vietnam an introduction outlines important social
transformations in southeast asia and key theoretical and methodological innovations that result
from ethnographic attention to the study of key figures each section begins with an introduction
by a country editor followed by short essays offering vivid and intimate portraits set against the
background of contemporary southeast asia the result is a volume that combines scholarly rigor
with a meaningful up to date portrayal of a region of the world undergoing rapid change a
reference bibliography offers suggestions for further reading figures of southeast asia modernity
is an ideal teaching tool for introductory classes to southeast asia studies anthropology and
geography
Figures of Southeast Asian Modernity 2013-07-31 although there has been a massive increase in the
volume of pilgrimage research and publications traditional anglophone scholarship has been



dominated by research in western europe and north america in their previous edited volume
international perspectives on pilgrimage studies routledge 2015 albera and eade sought to expand
the theoretical disciplinary and geographical perspectives of anglophone pilgrimage studies this
new collection of essays builds on this earlier work by moving away from eurasia and focusing on
areas of the world where non christian pilgrimages abound individual chapters examine the practice
of ziyarat in the maghreb and south asia hindu pilgrimage in india and different pilgrimage
traditions across malaysia and china before turning towards the pacific islands australia south
africa and latin america where christian pilgrimages co exist and sometimes interweave with
indigenous traditions this book also demonstrates the impact of political and economic processes
on religious pilgrimages and discusses the important development of secular pilgrimage and tourism
where relevant highly interdisciplinary international and innovative in its approach new pathways
in pilgrimage studies global perspectives will be of interest to those working in religious
studies pilgrimage studies anthropology cultural geography and folklore studies
New Pathways in Pilgrimage Studies 2016-11-18 this open access handbook examines the phenomenon of
south south migration and its relationship to inequality in the global south where at least a
third of all international migration takes place drawing on contributions from nearly 70 leading
migration scholars mainly from the global south the handbook challenges dominant
conceptualisations of migration offering new perspectives and insights that can inform theoretical
and policy understandings and unlock migration s development potential the handbook is divided
into four parts each highlighting often overlooked mobility patterns within and between regions of
the global south as well as the inequalities faced by those who move key cross cutting themes
include gender race poverty and income inequality migration decision making intermediaries
remittances technology climate change food security and migration governance the handbook is an
indispensable resource on south south migration and inequality for academics researchers
postgraduates and development practitioners
The Palgrave Handbook of South–South Migration and Inequality 2023-12-27 e this book fills a gap
in authoritative analyses of the causes of inter religious conflict and the practice of religious
toleration the rise of more overt expressions of islamic piety and greater bureaucratization of
islam in both indonesia and malaysia over several decades have tested the e live and let live e
philosophy that used to characterize religious expression in these nations the analyses in each
chapter break new ground with contextualized studies of particular and recent incidents of
conflict or harassment in a variety of areas from urban centres to more remote and even complex
locations as these studies show legislation stands or falls on the ability and determination of
local authorities to enforce it this volume is essential reading for understanding the dynamics of
state religious interaction in muslim majority nations and the crucial role civil society
organizations play in negotiating interfaith toleration e emeritus professor virginia hooker faha
department of political social change college of asia the pacific the australian national
university



Religious Diversity in Muslim-majority States in Southeast Asia 2014-11-07 singapore gained
independence in 1965 a city state in a world of nation states yet its long and complex history
reaches much farther back blending modernity and tradition ideologies and ethnicities a peculiar
set of factors make singapore what it is today in this thematic study of the island nation michael
d barr proposes a new approach to understand this development from the pre colonial period through
to the modern day he traces the idea the politics and the geography of singapore over five
centuries of rich history in doing so he rejects the official narrative of the so called singapore
story drawing on in depth archival work and oral histories singapore a modern history is a work
both for students of the country s history and politics but also for any reader seeking to engage
with this enigmatic and vastly successful nation
Singapore 2018-12-13 the routledge handbook of contemporary malaysia offers a broad analytical
survey of malaysia it provides a comprehensive survey of significant topics in malaysian politics
economy and society today focussing on issues institutions and trends it is divided into four
thematic sections which are all introduced by the editor domestic politics economics social policy
and social development international relations and security the volume brings together an
international team of experts an interdisciplinary mix of forty contributors from malaysia and
elsewhere including many of the leading specialists on malaysian affairs the chapters included in
the volume form an accessible and fascinating window onto contemporary malaysia they each
introduce a different aspect of the malaysian polity economy or society offering both historical
perspective and a current assessment or investigation designed for general readers and specialists
alike chapters may be read individually each stands on its own or conjointly up to date
interdisciplinary and academically rigorous the handbook will be of interest to students academics
policymakers and others in search of reliable information on malaysian politics economics and
society
Routledge Handbook of Contemporary Malaysia 2014-10-17 through detailed comparative case studies
of civil society engagement with two major regional international organizations in southeast asia
this book demonstrates the potentials and limitations of civil society actors as democratizing
agents in governance beyond the nation state drawing on previous research on civil society social
movements transnational activism and democratization uhlin develops an analytical framework
focusing on a how national and international political opportunities shape and are shaped by civil
society advocacy b how civil society activists frequently combine inside and outside strategies
when targeting international organizations and c how civil society advocacy can have a
liberalizing impact on the targeted international organizations drawing on rich empirical data
including more than 100 qualitative interviews with civil society activists and representatives of
the asian development bank adb and the association of southeast asian nations asean the study
demonstrates how civil society actors have contributed to pushing adb and to a much lesser extent
asean in a political liberal direction improving transparency strengthening accountability and
introducing mechanisms protecting people from the abuse of power with its innovative analytical



framework broad scope covering civil society activism across southeast asia and in depth analysis
of civil society attempts to influence adb and asean the book makes important contributions to
research on civil society activism in southeast asia as well as the more general field of civil
society and governance beyond the nation state
Civil Society and Regional Governance 2016-09-12 provides comprehensive coverage of major topics
in urban and regional studies under the guidance of editor in chief anthony orum this definitive
reference work covers central and emergent topics in the field through an examination of urban and
regional conditions and variation across the world it also provides authoritative entries on the
main conceptual tools used by anthropologists sociologists geographers and political scientists in
the study of cities and regions among such concepts are those of place and space geographical
regions the nature of power and politics in cities urban culture and many others the wiley
blackwell encyclopedia of urban and regional studies captures the character of complex urban and
regional dynamics across the globe including timely entries on latin america africa india and
china at the same time it contains illuminating entries on some of the current concepts that seek
to grasp the essence of the global world today such as those of friedmann and sassen on global
cities it also includes discussions of recent economic writings on cities and regions such as
those of richard florida comprised of over 450 entries on the most important topics and from a
range of theoretical perspectives features authoritative entries on topics ranging from gender and
the city to biographical profiles of figures like frank lloyd wright takes a global perspective
with entries providing coverage of latin america and africa india and china and the us and europe
includes biographies of central figures in urban and regional studies such as doreen massey peter
hall neil smith and henri lefebvre the wiley blackwell encyclopedia of urban and regional studies
is an indispensable reference for students and researchers in urban and regional studies urban
sociology urban geography and urban anthropology
アジ研ワ-ルド・トレンド 2007 from its beginnings in the late eighteenth century the vibrant colonial port of
penang attracted a diverse range of peoples enabled pioneering commercial enterprises and fomented
inter ethnic collaboration and inter cultural borrowings the island came to be known as the pearl
of the orient and for many travellers it was their first port of call in southeast asia in the
early nineteenth century singapore displaced penang in international trade but the island remained
a major focus of regional trade for this reason the story of penang s relations with the malay
peninsula and other parts of southeast asia reveal a great deal about conditions within the region
this collection discusses the personal networks that have linked prominent individuals in penang
with neighbouring areas and then considers the position of the island as a whole within the
southeast asian region specifically the authors write about local entrepreneurs mutual help
associations and cross border trading and political networks and aspects of how the cosmopolitan
population of the island negotiated the transition from british colony to malaysian state
The Wiley-Blackwell Encyclopedia of Urban and Regional Studies 2019-04-15 through a broad range of
case studies spanning from imperial monuments to rural residences malayan classicism puts forward



a fundamentally new understanding of classical architecture in the asian colonial context across
malaysia and singapore thousands of historic buildings are richly ornamented with motifs drawn
from ancient greece and rome as plump volutes lush acanthus leaves and neat rows of dentils
decorate mosques palaces government buildings and innumerable terraced shophouses these classical
details jostle with ideas drawn from other architectural traditions from across asia in a style
that is unique to the region presenting the first comprehensive account of what was prior to world
war ii malaya s most widespread architectural style malayan classicism explores how the classical
architecture of the british empire was transmitted translated and transformed in the hands of
local builders and architects addressing a critical gap in the scholarship this book charts the
metamorphosis of an imperial language of power into a local vernacular style and provides a new
way of reading classical architecture in a post colonial context that will be applicable
throughout the global south
Penang and Its Region 2009 this book documents urban experiences of dissent and emergent
resistance against disjunctive global and local capital technology and labour flows that converge
and intersect in some of asia s fastest growing cities rather than constructing occupants of the
city as simply passive victims of globalisation or urbanisation it presents ways in which people
are using everyday strategies embedded in cultural practice to challenge dominant socio economic
and political forces impacting on urban space taking the city as a site of contestation and a
stage where social conflicts are played out the book highlights the connections between urban
power and dissent the nature and impact of resistance how the spatiality and built environment of
the city generates conflict and conversely how protagonists use the cityscape to stage their
everyday and public dissent the contributors explore the conditions strategies and outcomes of
such dissent and forms of cultural resistance and explore the following themes the impact of urban
development gentrification and ghetto isation urban counter narratives and the re imagining of
city spaces the role of grassroots activism and social movements cultural resistance in the
creation of neighbourhoods and communities the impact of gender class and the politics of identity
on forms of dissent the formation of transgressive spaces
The Straits Times Directory of Malaysia & Singapore 1957 v 1 asia region 7th 20th centuries south
asia austral asia v 2 southeast asia v 3 northeast asia
Malaysians and Their Identities 2017 anthropology is a flourishing discipline in southeast asia
this book makes visible the development of national traditions and transnational practices of
anthropology across the region the authors are practising anthropologists with decades of
experience in the intellectual traditions and institutions that have taken root in the region
three overlapping issues are addressed in these pages first the historical development of
traditions of research scholarship and social engagement across diverse anthropological
communities of the region which have adopted and adapted global anthropological trends to their
local circumstances second the opportunities and challenges faced by southeast asian
anthropologists as they practise their craft in different political contexts third the emergence



of locally grounded intra regional transnational linkages and practices the book contributes to a
21st century world anthropologies paradigm from a southeast asian perspective
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